H2O DMC303STD
Operation and Maintenance Manual
for High Temperature Applications
(250 … 450 °C)
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1.

Theory of Operation

Water molecules are formed by special covalent bonds between oxygen and hydrogen
atoms. Each electron is shared unequally between the oxygen and hydrogen atoms more by the oxygen atom. This unequal sharing creates an electrical asymmetry, forming
a dipole molecule. The water molecule has two slightly positive-charged hydrogen atoms
and a slightly negative-charged oxygen atom.
Water molecules in an electrically charged chamber will align with the electric field
because of their dipole nature. The degree of alignment depends on the forces of thermal
disorder (inversely proportional to temperature) and the strength of the electric field.

The energy consumed to align the water molecules can be calculated from the forces of
disorder which are temperature and the number of polar molecules in the electric field.
Therefore, it is possible to obtain the number of polar molecules in the field at a known
temperature. This is accomplished by measuring the consumption of electrical energy in
the field utilizing a very sensitive current measurement. This is the “measuring effect” of
the H2O Moisture Analyzer.
Water is very unique in relation to its dipole moment and molecular weight so we use a
frequency (20kHz) specific to the water molecule so we don’t have interferences from
other dipoles.
The sensor is a chamber which forms an open capacitor whose dielectric varies with the
process environment. The moisture vapor diffuses through a membrane filter into the
capacitor based on diffusion only.
The “measuring effect” is precisely proportional to the number of water molecules present
in the measuring capacitor at any instant. The volume of the chamber is fixed by
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design. Thus the measuring effect is a direct linear component of the unit of weight per
unit of volume - deriving a mass/unit volume output. The measuring unit is gm/m3 or
%vol.

Sensor Design
The sensor is arranged in a thermal shell (light blue) to make sure it is well equilibrated.
The low dead volume assures a fast response to process changes.
All components that constitute the measurement signal are made from highly inert
materials as Inconel® and aluminum oxide ceramics. The metals show initial annealing
effects and the sensors are carefully aged by high temperature cycling. The benefit of
this design is that with increasing age the sensors become even more stable.
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2.

Introducing the Instrument

The DMC-303 system is an integrated instrument. The measuring probe, sensor,
electronics and mounting hardware are factory assembled to allow the user to simply
pre-heat the instrument and insert the probe into the process measuring environment.
However, for the purposes of trouble-shooting and diagnostics, the instrument may be
considered as two sub-assemblies.
The Probe Sub-assembly consists of the
• measuring sensor,
• surface filter
• two heater circuits and
• port mounting hardware.
The measuring probe houses the sensor and electrical cables inside an insulated
cylindrical tube. The sensor is heated by electrical heating circuits to temperatures close
to process conditions. The first heating circuit, arranged on the probe tip, keeps the probe
tip temperature constant so that the second heating circuit (arranged around the sensor)
sees only minimal changes. The inner tube temperatures are stabilized by a vacuum
sealed insulation to isolate any process temperature variations.
A proprietary ceramic surface filter allows the sensor to equilibrate to process conditions
and sense water molecules. Nanometer sized pores on the filter protects the sensor from
particulates and a very smooth surface finish prevents surface buildup. The filter is also
heated close to the sensor temperature - to prevent condensation of moisture and acids.
The filter can be replaced by the user - and is recommended as part of an annual
preventive maintenance schedule. It is NOT recommended to manually clean the filter
during regular maintenance - which may damage the smooth surface of the filter. The
technology of this filter is detailed in the H2O Technote.
Appropriate port mounting hardware is provided with the instrument to insert and seal
the probe into the process environment. The standard mounting hardware is a 4 inch,
150LB, ANSI flange. The flange is welded to, and cannot be removed from the probe.
Seals, bolts, nuts or washers are NOT provided by H2O - the customer is to provide
appropriate seals suitable for the process components, pressure and temperature.
The Electronics Sub-assembly in the blue Housing on the rear of the system holds the
• Power Board Unit that powers the electronics, has the heater controllers for the probe
and the current loop interface
• Measurement Ampifier Unit that contains all the sensor and measurement related
electronics
and the electrical connectors to the system on the outside.
The image on the following page identifies the essential elements.
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Electronic Diagnostics
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The upper electronics assembly is the Power Board. It is providing power to the
Measurement Amplifier (the lower assembly), holding the heater controllers and the
driver for the current loop output.
Three test jacks provide access to the current loop - left to right:
1.
current loop output before fuses
allows testing of the fuses - test current between this jack and ground.
Ohmic measurement between this jack and the +current output on
pin 1 of the signal connector gives fuse resistance.
2.
Ground / Reference pin
3.
Signal into current loop
identical with SIG on Measurement Amplifier
By taking the power board out of the housing the fuses become sideways accessible.
F1
1 A slow
Supply Voltage for electronics and heater controller
F2
6.3 A slow
Protects sensor heater circuits
F3 / F4
500 mA slow
Current loop output (+current) and return.
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The lower electronic assembly is the measurement amplifier which contains all active
circuitry to generate the measurement signal and the reference chamber. The reference
chamber is a dummy duplicate of the electrode arrangement of the sensor in the probe. It
is used to provide a zero reference signal for the measurement.
Reference chamber and measurement electronics are arranged in a massive aluminum
block that is heated to a constant temperature (70°C). The heater controller board sits on
top of the aluminum block. A LED indicates by its brightness the wattage applied to heat
the assembly.
The external little board in front provides a few diagnostic signals:
SIG
Output signal of the instrument
corresponds to the current output ( 0 … 1V / 0 … 20 mA)
OFF
Offset. 0 … 2500 mV
Indicates the position off the offset potentiometer.
GND Ground
RDC 2400 … 2600 mV
Signal of the reference channel
MDC 2400 … 2600 mV
Signal of the measurement channel
G+ / Gonly used for special procedures
The gain potentiometers are is used only for special procedures.
The offset potentiometer can be used to shift the measurement range by +/- 1 1/4
ranges.
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2.3

Connections

The basic interface set up of the instrument is very simple. It needs power and provides
the measurement value as a 4 … 20 mA signal.

Power Connector Pins:
1 - Closed
2 - Neutral
3 - Hot
Ground
Signal Connector Pins
1 - Positive
2 - Negative
3 thru 6 - Closed
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All connectors have screw type termination. The following illustration shows the
technical details.

Connector
Manufacturer
Model

Power (IN) - B6 Socket
Binder
Series 99 0210 00 04

Signal 4..20mA (OUT) - B5 Socket
Binder
Series 99 4217 00 07

Images /
Drawings
(mm / inches)

Poles
Description

3+PE
Female connector

6+PE
Male connector

Termination

Screw

Screw

Wire Gauge

0.5-2.5 mm2 / 20-14 AWG

0.34-1.5 mm2

6 to 9.5 mm

6 to 8 mm

Cable Diameters

!
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Power (IN) - B6 Socket

Signal 4..20mA (OUT) - B5 Socket

Termination Type

Screw

Screw

Locking System

Screw

Screw

Shell Protection

IP67

IP67

>500 mating cycles

>500 mating cycles

400V / 16A (max.)

250V / 10A (max.)

-40 °C to +100 °C (-40F to 212F)

-40 °C to +100 °C (-40F to 212F)

CuZn (Brass)
CuZn (Brass)
Ag (Silver)
PBT (UL 94 V-0)

CuZn (Brass)
CuSn (Bronze)
Ag (Silver)
PBT (UL 94 V-0)

1 - Not Used
2 - 110VAC Neutral (White)
3 - 110VAC Positive (Black, Hot)
PE - Ground

1 - 4..20mA OUT Positive
2 - 4..20mA OUT Negative
All others unused

Connector

Mechanical
Voltage / Current
Temperatures
Materials - Pin
Socket
Contact Plating
Shell / Housing
Assembly

Analyzer PIN OUTS
(Pins numbers are
marked on connectors and sockets)

!
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2.3

Notes on Safety

Always place the instrument horizontally. Placing it on the tip of the probe will destroy the
diffusion filter and is very unstable.
The sensor is heated and the outside of the probe can reach up to 600F for certain applications.
The instrument is 35 lbs so make sure have the proper equipment to handle and place the probe.
When the lid is removed and an electronic assembly is removed live terminals are exposed.

3.1

Reception

The instrument is delivered in a wooden box, tied down to the bottom with a lashing
strap. The diffusion filter is mounted to the tip of the probe. The only separate items are
the connectors, one for signal and one for power.
Check for the connectors and make sure the diffusion filter is mounted firmly.
3.2

Preparation

Remove the lid from the electronics. Make sure both electronic assemblies are properly
seated and that there are no loose parts.
Place the instrument on a heat resistant surface (600°F) and power it up.
When powered, the heater controllers will display the probe temperature and start
heating. It will take about one hour for the probe to reach its set temperature.
On both the power board and the measurement amplifier a green indicator LED must be
lit.
If there is any issue with the steps above please disconnect the instrument from power
and contact H2O.
3.3

Checking the Offset

The H2O measurement principle ensures a very stable gain calibration. The zero point
however depends on volume relations between metal parts. Mechanical shock, as
experienced during transportation, may lead to a shift.
Before installation leave the instrument heated outside the process for 24 hours. If
possible record the signal output. It will show a sinoid deviation before it becomes stable.
If the signal output remains stable for about one hour the offset can be adjusted to
ambient conditions.
The offset of the instrument can be adjusted with the 19-turn offset potentiometer on the
measurement amplifier.
After the installation of a new instrument check the offset after one week to make sure the
instrument has become completely stable. If there are deviations adjust the offset to
ambient conditions and repeat the offset control after another week.
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4.

Operation

The instrument does not need special attention during normal operation.
The dual heater circuits keep the instrument well above process temperature. The tip
heater makes sure the sensor and its heater circuit do not see any process temperature
changes. The sensor is isolated radially and axially to the flange.
From a measurement point of view the thermal equilibrium of the sensor is essential to
maintain the zero point. From an application point of view the temperature of the probe
has to be kept above process temperature to avoid the deposition of constituents with a
high boiling point - as acids or volatile organic components.
Because of this it is essential to make sure the instrument is powered (and thus heated)
under all process conditions, including shut down and cleaning. If this is not possible
contact H2O to discuss possible solutions.

5.

Maintenance

In most applications no regular maintenance is required.
However it is good practice to inspect the measurement filter from time to time and
replace it if required. Check the recordings from the instrument to watch if the dynamic
response is decreased - this is almost always due to build up at the measurement filter.
If the current signal is lost check the voltage between the output current loop jack and the
ground jack on the power board. If the voltage is >5VDC the current loop is open but the
signal driver is intact. Next check signal current at the output connector (with DCS input
disconnected). If no current, replace fuses F2/F3.
6.

Tools

The following tools are required to install and maintain the instrument:
Circlip Pliers for Collar ø75mm, bent
Metric Hex Keys
2.5 / 3 / 4 / 5 mm
Screwdriver (Slot) 2mm
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7.

Technical Specifications

Probe
Operating Temperature / Process:
Maximum Pressure / Process:
Operating Range / Process:
Response Time:
Measurement Error, Drift, and Hysteresis:
Materials in contact with process:
Flange:

0°C (32°F) to 450°C (662°F)
300kpa (50 psi)
0-100 %vol of moisture
30 seconds to 95% full scale
+/- 0.1 %vol
316L-Stainless Steel, Inconel, Al2O3
Ceramic 4” 150 lb ANSI / NW100 ND15 DIN

Electronics Transmitter Enclosure (integrated into end of probe)
Ambient Temperature:
Climate:
Material:
Rating:
Power Input:
Signal Output:

-20°C (-4°F) to 65°C (150°F)
Max. 80%RH non-dewing
PE coated Aluminum
IP67 equivalent (EX rating optional)
115VAC +/- 10V, 10A
230VAC +/- 12V, 5A
4..20mA (250ohms, isolated, self-powered)

Measurement
Ranges:

0 … 100%vol
0 … 50 %vol
0 … 30%vol

Optional:

Weather Hood
(Required for Unprotected Outdoor Installations)
Junction Box - Recommended
Clamp Interface, Fuses, and
Diagnostics

H2O Humidity to Optimization • 105 Prairie Lake Road, Unit D;E. Dundee, IL 60118
Ph +1 847 991-7488 • Fax +1 847 348-1004- • www.h2oop.com
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